
Christine Proia’s Dance Academy 

Dance Program/Consent Waiver 

 

I/We                                                         , understand that participation in and all movement involved with 
the dance program at Christine Proia’s Dance Academy carries with it a risk of injury.  Therefore, I 
hereby waive and release Christine Proia’s Dance Academy and its staff from any and all liability for any 
injuries or illness incurred while attending Dance classes, studio rehearsals inside the studio and outside 
the studio, workshops and any summer dance programs                                                               is attending. 

 

Christine Proia’s Dance Academy will not be held responsible for any medical expenses, or treatments 
incurred while my child is attending the dance program, and all mentioned above. 

I/We                                                     hereby authorize Christine Proia’s Dance Academy to act for me in an 
emergency situation requiring medical attention. 

I/We                                                     do not authorize Christine Proia’s Dance Academy to act for me in an 
emergency situation requiring medical attention. 

I also understand that it is my responsibility to bring attention to the Directors of any special concerns 
about my child in particular injuries, allergies and asthma, which may impact a student’s ability to 
participate fully.  I also will not hold Christine Proia’s Dance Academy responsible to watch my child 
once they are out of their dance class(es) and waiting to be picked up or when dropping my child off to 
class earlier than their class starts.  Christine Proia’s Dance Academy is not a day care facility, and I 
understand it is my sole responsibility to make sure my child is safe and picked up on time once their 
dance class(es) are over.  Parent/Guardian Signature            

During the dance season at Christine Proia’s Dance Academy, staff members and/or professional 
photographers will take photos and videos for marketing purposes on our School’s website, newspaper 
ads and our studio Facebook page. 

Parent/Guardian agrees to the taking and usage of such photos and videos     
   

Parent/Guardian does not agree to the taking and usage of such photos and  

videos                                                                                 

 


